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Building Slip
Building slip for wooden models up to 35.4" long. Two guide blocks, one 
permanent and one adjustable to match all sizes. Secure the positioning 
of the keel. A wooden rod ensures the foundation is stable. The middle 
piece slides back and forth and is useful in positioning the frames at 
right angles.

Tool for all Plank-on-Frame kit with a keel length up to 90 cm.
Not usable for the series 600.
Tools and boat shown, not included

600 SERIES
All of the 600 Series Model Boat Kits include an easier way of 
building the hull. The hull is assembled 
in halves, on a table. This allows for easier assembly and is 
quite useful in learning plank-on-frame 
or plank-on-bulkhead construction! Once each half is done 
you join the two for a completed hull. 
Make sure you work each half in opposite directions so that 
when joined they marry up evenly! 

                                              BEGINNER SERIES
Choose this level if you have never tried model building 
before. These models all have a simple construction. But 
remember: Even the easiest model takes more than one 
evening to build!

                                              ADVANCED BEGINNER SERIES
Once you've built a few models, you'll probably �nd the sets 
in this category well within reach. Some of the more detailed 
work on these models, however, is left up to you.

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

600 SERIES
All of the 600 Series Model Boat Kits include an easier way of 
building the hull. The hull is assembled 
in halves, on a table. This allows for easier assembly and is 
quite useful in learning plank-on-frame 
or plank-on-bulkhead construction! Once each half is done 
you join the two for a completed hull. 
Make sure you work each half in opposite directions so that 
when joined they marry up evenly! 

                                              BEGINNER SERIES
Choose this level if you have never tried model building 
before. These models all have a simple construction. But 
remember: Even the easiest model takes more than one 
evening to build!

                                              ADVANCED BEGINNER SERIES
Once you've built a few models, you'll probably �nd the sets 
in this category well within reach. Some of the more detailed 
work on these models, however, is left up to you.

                                              EXPERIENCED SERIES
This level is for those who have tried to build a model ship 
before, or perhaps one of plastic. These models also have a 
simple construction, though you will meet a number of 
'challenges' on the way!

                                              EXPERT SERIES
The well-trained model builder will �nd many challenges - 
and many hours of intensive occupation - with these large 
and impressive models. These sets require lots of dexterity 
and a perfect technique. And you'll be on your own with a lot 
of the details in the models.

Imported and distributed in the UK by Amerang.

Amerang have been supplying the hobby and collectable trade with a 
broad selection of the world’s �nest products from the biggest brands, 
since 1982. We are continually updating our products, keeping ahead 
of trends and demands.

Amerangs home has always been on the South Coast of England and 
this is where you will �nd our modern sales and marketing o�ces and 
showroom.

All purchasing and sales are carried out from our Lancing based 
o�ces, while goods are delivered and dispatched from our modern 
warehouse in En�eld, ideally placed near the M25.

Amerang
Unit 2 The Quadrant,
Lancing Business Park 
Lancing, 
West Sussex, 
BN15 8UW
United Kingdom
Telephone : +44 (0) 1903 765496
Email: sales@amerang.co.uk
Web: www.amerang.co.uk

                                              



U.S. Coast Guard Rescue Boat
This 44-foot Coast Guard is a very seaworthy lifeboat, designed to carry 
out search and rescue assignments in poor weather and water 
conditions. With a skilled and experienced crew, this vessel can carry 
out the most demanding of rescue operations. The vesel is self 
stabilizing. Built in 1961 at the Coast Guard shipyard in Curtis Bay, 
Maryland.

Kit includes plastic hull, stern tube with shaft, rudder, fittings set, plan 
and manual

Scale Height Length Width

Dana Fishing Boat
The Dana is a typical fishing cutter from North Zealand in Denmark. 
Around the turn of the century, many boats of this type sailed in along 
the Danish coast. During the 1920's many of the cutters were fitted with 
engines, which enabled an even quicker landing of the catch.

Kit includes plastic hull, fittings set, laser cut wooden strips, sails, rigging 
thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width

1:40 235mm 362mm 106mm

RNLI Waveney Class Lifeboat
10 boats of this type- 44-foot vessels- were sent to England from the 
US. After minor reconstruction work to make the boats more suitable for 
English conditions, the vessels have since served various locations 
along the English coast, operated under the auspices of the Royal Naval 
Lifeboat Institution.

Kit includes plastic hull, stern tube with shaft, rudder, fittings set, plan 
and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:40 235mm 362mm 106mm

1:60 340mm 360mm 100mm

Rainbow Cutter
This shrimp cutter is a typical cutter from the 1960's used for catching 
shrimp off the German, Dutch and Danish coasts. The equipment on 
board includes the necessary shrimp netting and cookers for immediate 
preparation of the catch.

Kit includes plastic hull, fittings set, laser cut wooden strips, sails, rigging 
thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:60 240mm 280mm 89mm

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

600 SERIES
All of the 600 Series Model Boat Kits include an easier way of 
building the hull. The hull is assembled 
in halves, on a table. This allows for easier assembly and is 
quite useful in learning plank-on-frame 
or plank-on-bulkhead construction! Once each half is done 
you join the two for a completed hull. 
Make sure you work each half in opposite directions so that 
when joined they marry up evenly! 

                                              BEGINNER SERIES
Choose this level if you have never tried model building 
before. These models all have a simple construction. But 
remember: Even the easiest model takes more than one 
evening to build!

                                              ADVANCED BEGINNER SERIES
Once you've built a few models, you'll probably �nd the sets 
in this category well within reach. Some of the more detailed 
work on these models, however, is left up to you.

                                              



Mini Oseberg Viking Ship
This is a mini replica of Billings 1:25 scale Oseberg. Wooden hull, 
Beginner level 1:50 scale. Kit includes laser cut wooden strips and 
pieces, fittings set, sail, rigging thread, plan and manual.

CNC laser-cut wood components, that join perfectly using any type of 
wood adhesive (pva or aliphatic)

Scale Height Length Width

Mary Ann
The Mary Ann is the model which Billing Boats started with in 1958. 
The ship is a typical 45 ton cutter commonly seen in the harbour at 
Esbjerg, Denmark. Often more than 600 cutters of this type can be
seen at a time. The model kit is based on the original ship drawings. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width

1:50 150mm 240mm 120mm

Nordlandsbaaden
This type of boat dates from the 17th century. As a fishing boat it had its 
heyday in the 18th century until the motor-driven fishing boats arrived. 
The Nordland boats are incredibly efficient and very seaworthy.  They 
represent a boat culture and boat shape originating from the Viking 
longboats. Even today, these boats are being built and they participate 
in rallies and regattas all along the Norwegian coast.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set,
rudder, rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:20 710mm 710mm 160mm

430mm 550mm 160mm

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4
1:33

Norske Love
A three-masted warship launched in 1765, with a crew of 402. The 
Norske Love was originally named after the Norwegian/Danish 
caotofarms, and was renamed the Oresund in 1772. The vessel was 
used as a guard boat in the Oresund and other caostal waters around 
Denmark. The ship was deleted from the Naval register in 1798. T

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set,
rudder, rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

1:75 515mm 1009mm 199mm



Nordkap
A typical trawler from the North Sea, built in 1970 at an English 
shipyard. The model kit is based on the original ship drawings. Tonnage: 
185 gross register tonnage, length overall 40M, 1000HP diesel engine. 
Engine speed is 12-14 knots with a crew of 7-8 men. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, stern tube with 
shaft, rudder, fittings set, rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:50 430mm 810mm 190mm

Smit Rotterdam
Smit Rotterdam was built in 1975 for Smit International BV in Holland, 
and was at the time of its completion the largest and most powerful 
tugboat in the world- with a tonnage of 2273 tons, a 22,000HP engine, 
and a top speed of 16.5 knots. The ship is built with a bulb stern and 
stern nozzle, inboard equipment includes the most modern gear for 
navigation, steering and radio communication. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, stern tube with 
shaft, rudder, kort nozzle, fittings set, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:35 139mm 449mm 95mm

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Cux 87 Krabbenkutter
The Cux 87 is a typical German trawler from the Deutsche
 Krabbenkutter Werft. This type of is often seen in the small harbours 
along the North German coast.  

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:33 430mm 550mm 160mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Wasa
A three masted royal ship launched in 1627 with a crew of 133 sailors 
and 300 soldiers. On its maiden voyage in 1628, the Wasa sank in the 
Stockholm Harbour. Using a primitive diving bell 53 of the ships 64 
cannons were salvaged in 1664. The ship itself was lifted from the sea 
on the 24th of April, 1961 and the Wasa museum was opened the 
following year. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:75 789mm 979mm 190mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4



Scale Height Length Width1:75 890mm 1339mm 460mm

Scale Height Length Width1:100 350mm 1380mm 220mm

Skill Level

Skill Level

1    2    3    4

1    2    3    4

1:50 650mm 780mm 150mm

HMS Bounty
The Bounty set sail at Spithead, England and was bound for Tahiti to 
load samples of the bread fruit tree on which the English authorities 
placed high hopes. The commander of the ship and of the expedition 
was William Bligh. In April 1789 the ship had already completed the first 
part of her mission when suddenly, off the friendly islands, the crew 
mutinied. They were instigated and led by Fletcher Christian. Bligh was 
set adrift in an open boat 30 miles from Tofua with 17 loyal members of 
the crew. 

This kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, 
rudder, rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

H.M.S. Victory
H.M.S. Victory was launched in 1765 at Chatham Dockyard and was 
commissioned in 1778. She continued in active service for the next 34 
years which included her most famous moment "the battle of Trafalgar" 
in 1805. In 1812 the Victory was retired from front line duty and 
anchored in Portsmith Harbour, on the south coast of England. For the 
next 110 years the Victory remained at her moorings in Portsmouth 
Harbour fulfilling a combination of practical and ceremonial roles. In 
1922, amid fears for her continued survival, the Victory was moved into 
Portmouths Royal Naval Dockyard and placed in no2 dry dock. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, parts in wood and 
brass, plan and manual. 

Absalon 
The command & support ships can perform a number of national and 
international tasks, including transportation of personel and material , 
command platform for land, air and sea operations. The ship also has a 
mine laying capacity. It also has the capacity to carry out humanitarian 
operations as a hospital ship. The ship is fitted with 900 square meter 
flexible deck to perform in different operations and has a roll-on-roll-off 
(RO/RO) capacity aft. 

Kit includes plastic hull laser cut wooden strips, stern tube with shaft, 
rudder, kort nozzle, fittings set, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:75 450mm 1000mm 240mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Fairmount Alpine
The Fairmount’s main activities are long distance ocean towage and 
salvage, with its fleet of five tugs of 200 tons bollard pull, the transporta-
tion of heavy lifts by semi-submersible barges and the worldwide 
activities of Fukada Salvage with its modern fleet of offshore support 
vessels and floating cranes. Fairmount operates a fleet of ultra strong 
long distance towing vessels, semi-submersible barges including the 
world's largest unit the 50,000 dwt GAVEA LIFTER and multipurpose 
offshore support vessels.

This kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, 
rudder, plan and manual.



Scale Height Length Width1:144 500mm 1880mm 200mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

RMS Titanic
RMS Titanic was a passenger liner that sank in the North Atlantic Ocean 
on 15 April 1912 after colliding with an iceberg during her maiden 
voyage from Southampton to New York City, US. The sinking of Titanic 
caused the deaths of more than 1,500 people in one of the deadliest 
peacetime maritime disasters in modern history. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set,  
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:100 673mm 1470mm 388mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

HMS Warrior
The Warrior was designed and built in response to an aggressive 
French shipbuilding program which saw the introduction of the first 
iron-clad warship La Gloire. August 1, 1861, The Warrior was the largest 
warship in the world, at 9,210 tons displacement, she was fully 60% 
larger than the La Gloire. In 1871 she was no longer the crack ship she 
had once been, and was downgraded to Coast Guard and reserve 
services. The Warrior was eventually converted to a floating school for 
the Navy and re-named Vernon III in 1904. By 1978, she was the only 
surviving example of the 'Black Battlefleet'.

Kit includes brass cannons, wooden blocks, brass etching and a cast 
figurehead, wood and fittings, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:50 730mm 890mm 178mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

HMS Endeavour
HMS Endeavour, also known as HM Bark Endeavour, was a British 
Royal Navy research vessel that Lieutenant James Cook commanded 
on his first voyage of discovery, to Australia and New Zealand from 1769 
to 1771.

Kit includes lasercut hull, lasercut wooden strips, fittings set, plan and 
manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:100 670mm 910mm 270mm
Skill Level

U.S.S. Constitution
USS Constitution is a wooden-hulled, three-masted heavy frigate of the 
United States Navy. Named by President George Washington after the 
Constitution of the United States of America, she is the world’s oldest 
floating commissioned naval vessel. Built in Boston, Massachusetts at 
Edmund Hartt’s shipyard, her first duties with the newly formed United 
States Navy were to provide protection for American merchant shipping 
during the Quasi-War with France and to defeat the Barbary pirates in 
the First Barbary War.

Kit includes laser cut hull, wooden strips, parts in wood and brass, 
fittings set, plan and manual.

1    2    3    4



Scale Height Length Width1:33 519mm 870mm 270mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Scale Height Length Width1:12 214mm 309mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

750mm

Slo-Mo-Shun IV

When 3 men met early in 1949 at a Seattle sailboat shop, none of them 
could have foreseen the peculiar and far reaching consequences of their 
joint venture to build a better race boat. Slo-Mo-Shun IV was indeed 
better than any previous raceboat. But she was more than that, Slo-Mo IV 
touched the hearts of thousands who cheered her on and changed 
forever the way generations of Seattleites feel about the first week in 
August. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, stern tube with 
shaft, rudder, fittings set, plan and manual.

Smit Nederland
The Smit Nederland was built in 1979 at the BV Scheepswerft & 
Machinefebriek De Merwede in Hardinzveld, Holland. Top speed is 12 
knots with 2 Diesel engines that yield 1800 HP. A special detail of this 
ship is the propellors, which are equipped with reversable blades in jet 
streams, and two basin rudders which ensure good manoeuvrability. 

Kit includes plastic hull, laser cut wooden strips, stern tube with shaft, 
rudder, kort nozzle, fittings set, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:20 389mm 560mm 199mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Boulogne Etaples
This original design can be seen in many ports along the French 
channel. The boats are so-called stern trawlers, in which the net is 
pulled in using a tricing line in the rear of the boat.The hull is made of 
steel and the length was 11m.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, stern tube with 
shaft, rudder, fittings set, rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:50 420mm 650mm 160mm
Skill Level

Banckert
This vessel was built in 1965 at the N.V. Scheepswerven in Millingen, 
Holland and called Maasbank. In September 1977 it was renemed 
Banckert. The Maasbank served for a year in the western part of 
Holland. Length 32.75M, breadth 7.85M, draught 3.40M. The engine 
yields 1800 HP. 

Kit includes plastic hull, laser cut wooden strips, stern tube with shaft, 
rudder, kort nozzle, fittings set, plan and manual.

1    2    3    4



Scale Height Length Width1:45 330mm 939mm 169mm

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Icebreaker Elbjorn
In the period 1954 - 1996 M/S Elbjørn was an active part of the Danish 
icebreaker service. The career as icebreaker ended abruptly on 
February 12th, 1996, when a DC dynamo exploded. Elbjørn could 
proceed to port under its own power, but it was clear that its icebreaker 
days were over. Today, Elbjørn at Aalborg’s waterfront, where the ship 
operatesas a restaurant and museum ship.

Kit includes plastic hull laser cut wooden strips, stern tube with shaft, 
rudder, fittings set, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:75 360mm 690mm 165mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Calypso
The Calypso was built in the US in 1942 as a minesweeper. She was 
bought in 1950 by Jacques-Yves Cousteau, and after extensive 
changes and modifications has become a fully equipped ocean research 
vessel, complete with observation chamber in the stern, oval diving bell, 
Galaezzi diving chamber, inflatable boat for shallow waters, helicopter 
and other submarine equipment. 

Kit includes plastic hull, laser cut wooden strips, stern tube with shaft, 
rudder, fittings set, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:75 670mm 1100mm 150mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Cutty Sark
A tea clipper launched in 1869. The most famous of all tea clippers, the 
Cutty Sark is today preserved for posterity at a dry dock in Greenwich. 
Built to transport tea from China, she was designed by Hercules Linton, 
whose ambition it was to outstrip the Termopylae, the fastest ship of the 
times. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:15 250mm 540mm 160mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Kadet
The Kadet is the perfect kit for navigation buffs who actually want to sail 
the model ships. This model is specifically designed for remote control 
operation – sturdy, well-balanced model every bit as authentic as the 
rest of the BILLING line. One major difference is the vacuum formed 
Plastic hull, which makes for a less time-consuming construction, so that 
you can devote more time to installing the mechanical and electronic 
parts. 

This model is especially recommended for beginners to model boat 
building.



Expert Series

Scale Height Length Width1:50 500mm 570mm 130mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Scale Height Length Width1:50 489mm 119mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

680mm

Scale Height Length WidthN/A 300mm 540mm 160mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

White Star
A model of a typical American motor boat , used in tuna fishing in Florida 
in particular. A motor boat model with a plastic hull. 

Kit includes plastic hull, lasercut wooden strips, stern tube with shaft, 
rudder, fittings set, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:65 670mm 760mm 140mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Bluenose
The schooner Bluenose has a very special place in the history of 
navigation and yachting. Built to fish off the Newfoundland coast, the 
ship soon turned out to be such a fast sailor that she won all the great 
classical regattas along the USA's Eastern coast. She was built in Nova 
Scotia in 1929, and shipwrecked near Haiti in 1946. A true copy, 
Bluenose II, was launched in 1964. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hul and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual.

Lilla Dan
Lilla Dan was built in 1951 at the well known shipyard Svendborg, 
Denmark, by J. Ring Andersen, and constructed mainly of oak and 
beach. Lilla Dan is owned by the shipping company Lauritzen in 
Copenhagen and does duty today both as a training ship and for 
chartered tours. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual.

Marie Jeanne
Built as the 19th century was drawing to a close. This is the Dundee of 
50-60 tons and equipped with many sails, making necessary a ballast of 
20-25 tons and a 12 man crew. Tuna fishing requires robust, seaworthy 
and relatively fast sailing vessels. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
riggingthread, plan and manual.



Zwarte Zee
The Zwarte Zee was built in 1963 at J & K Smit's Scheepswerven N.V. in 
Kinderdijk, Holland. Driven by two Smit-M.A.N. turbo diesel engines 
yielding 9000 HP. These machines drive a single propeller shaft through 
vulcan fluid clutches and reduction gears. When a fast manuever is 
necessary, one of the engines can drive forward, the other reverse. 
Speed is 18 knots. 

Kit includes plastic hull laser cut wooden strips, stern tube with shaft, 
rudder, fittings set, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:90 370mm 899mm 155mm

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Scale Height Length Width1:100 430mm 510mm 85mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Scale Height Length Width1:12 1000mm 750mm 177mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Dragen
The first Dragen was built in 1929 in Gothenburg, Sweden. The sailing 
characteristicsof the vessel were so fine that the boat soon was used 
throughout the world, and especially in Europe. As time passed, the 
Dragen changed gradually, so that today only the hull is original. In 1948 
the Dragen became an Olympic yachting class, and all measurements 
have been standardized by the international Sailsport Union. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, stern tube with 
shaft, rudder, fittings set, sails, rigging thread, ballast keel, plan and 
manual. 

Scale Height Length Width1:12 430mm 739mm 210mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

African Queen
This is the ship which gave its name to the movie starring Katherine 
Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart. The story takes place during World War 
I. The African Queen attacks the German warship "Konigin Luise" on 
Lake Victoria in Africa, after along and dangerous trip down the 
tributaries to the lake. Steam engine does not function. 

Kit includes plastic hull, laser cut wooden strips, stern tube with shaft, 
rudder, fittings set, plan and manual.

Bluenose II
The schooner Bluenose has a very special place in the history of 
navigation and yachting. Built to fish off the Newfoundland coast, the 
ship soon turned out to be such a fast sailer that she won all the great 
classical regattas along the USA's eastern coast. She was built in Nova 
Scotia in 1929, and shipwrecked near Haiti in 1946. 
A true copy - Bluenose II - was launched in 1964.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual



Scale Height Length Width1:67 489mm 579mm 120mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Will Everard
This 80 ton barque was built for F.T. Everard & Sons in Great Yarmouth 
in 1925 to 1926. The ship is owned today by P&O Containers Ltd. In 
1982, Northern Europe's most beautiful captain, according to the press, 
took command of the ship, 24-year-old Sue Harrison, who had obtained 
her Master's Degree in 1979. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:30 279mm 344mm 115mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Norden
The Norden is a typical coaster of the kind which was earlier very 
commonly used along the Western coast of Denmark. This type of boat 
was originally designed by local boat builders in the villages of Klitmoller 
and Vorupor around 1930. It represented an improvement of the existing 
boats and has remained unchanged, except that the ship is now a few 
feet longer and has a closed wheel house.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:35 139mm 95mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

449mm

H.M.S. Renown
This ship is a 50 foot steam pinnace from around the middle of the 19th 
century. These boats had a small forecastle, a room for the crew, a 
boiler room and a cabin. Above the crews' quarters was a conical steel 
base with a permanent universal ring, on which a 3lb. quick-firing 
cannon or maxim machine gun could be mounted. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:72 325mm 469mm 109mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

St. Roch
The St. Roch was built at the Burrard Dry Dock in North Vancouver in 
1928, intended for sailing in Arctic waters. It was the first ship to sail 
through the North-west passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic. In the 
summer of 1944 the St. Roch sailed from the Halifax to Vancouver, 
thereby becoming the first ship to complete the journey in both 
directions.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual



Scale Height Length Width1:40 500mm 475mm 125mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Colin Archer
RS1 was built in 1893 for the Norwegian Society for Shipwreck Salvage 
at the Colin Archer shipyard in Rekkevig near Larvik, Norway. RS1 was 
later named Colin Archer after its designer and builder. 
The sharpsterned design of the vessel has given it world wide renown. 
Roughly 30 boats of this typewere built, most of them at the Colin Archer 
shipyard at Tollerodden in Larvik.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:60 275mm 360mm 104mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Andrea Gail
Made famous by the movie "The Perfect Storm" 
The Andrea Gail, a commercial fishing vessel, departed Gloucester 
Harbour September 20, 1991 with six crew members on board. The 
vessel began it's return on October 6-7, 1991. On October 30th the 
vessel was reported overdue. An intensive air and sea search was 
conducted however, the search did not locate the vessel or any of it's 
crew members. The vessel and crew members remain missing and are 
presumed lost at sea in a major storm, referred to as the "perfect storm". 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:72 450mm 560mm 100mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

America
1850-On the urging of the New York Yacht Club to build a fast sailing 
boat, George Steers creates plans for the America. The low black 
schooner is designed using the reversal of the codhead-and-mackeral 
style. 1851-Answering a challenge from the Royal Yacht Squadron, the 
schooner America enters the Hundred Guinea Cup Race, a 53 mile race 
around the Isle of Wight. It easily defeats the 14 British ships and is 
awarded the Hundred Guinea Cup. America returns home and presents 
the New York Yacht Clup with its prize, which is renamed America's Cup

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:50 420mm 559mm 155mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

St. Canute
Built in 1931 at the Fredderikshavn Shipyard in Denmark. St. Canute 
sailed for many years as a tugboat and icebreaker in the Odense 
harbour under it's original name St. Knud. St. Canute is 28 Meters long, 
7.6M broad. Today owned by Swedish interests, whose intention it is to 
restore the ship for future towing of coal barges between Stocka in 
Halsingland and Stockholm. The vessel is today known as the Stockvik.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, stern tube and 
shaft, rudder, fittings set, plan and manual. 



Expert Series

Sir Winston Churchill
Three masted top sail schooner "Sir Winston Churchill". The schooner 
was built in 1965 at the Richard Dunston Ltd. shipyard in Hessle, 
Yorkshire, GB, for the Sail Training Assoc. in Bosham. The builders were 
Chamber & Nicholsen Ltd. The Sir Winston Churchill is also equipped 
with a 240 HP help engine and has a total sail area of 817 square 
meters. The main crew consists of 11 men, of these 8 are officers, and 
they carry up to 44 ship boys. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual

Scale Height Length Width1:75 515mm 635mm 110mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Scale Height Length Width1:50 568mm 700mm 119mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

FD 10 Yawl "Arnanes"

A typical Danish seiner, with a gross tonnage of 63.43 and built in 
1929/30 at the Nyborg shipyard in Denmark. The ship was sold to the 
Faroe Islands in 1930 as the "Sjostjornan" TG II. After a period of 20 
years with various owners and names, the ship was sold to Iceland in 
1950, and is now called "Arnanes". 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, rudder, 
rigging thread, plan and manual. 

Scale Height Length Width1:25 389mm 569mm 137mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Viking Ship Roar Ege
This Viking ship, dating from about 1000 A.D. was found in 1957 in the 
bay at Roskilde in Denmark. The wreck was salvaged in 1962, and after 
a thorough preservation it was possible to carry out a reconstruction of 
the vessel. Today the ship is on display at the Viking Ship Museum in 
Roskilde.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sail, 
rigging thread, plan and manual.

Hoga Pearl Harbor Tugboat
The tugboat was approved by the US Navy on May 22, 1941 and 
dubbed "YT146 HOGA", after which it was stationed at the 14th Fleet 
District Pearl Harbor.

After almost half a year of service, HOGA was put on a bigger test than 
ever had expected, namely the attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 
1941. HOGA fought for 48 hours to extinguish fires, tow bomb damaged 
warships, and to rescue sailors from drowning. Today, HOGA is the only 
vessel still existing from the time of the Japanese attack.

Scale Height Length Width1:50 310mm 620mm 155mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4



Colin Archer
RS1 was built in 1893 for the Norwegian Society for Shipwreck Salvage 
at the Colin Archer shipyard in Rekkevig near Larvik, Norway. RS1 was 
later named Colin Archer after its designer and builder. 
The sharpsterned design of the vessel has given it world wide renown. 
Roughly 30 boats of this typewere built, most of them at the Colin Archer 
shipyard at Tollerodden in Larvik.

This kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, 
rudder, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:15 133mm 1270mm 330mm

Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Phantom Sports Boat
A classic American runabout from the mid 1920's. This type of boat was 
mainly used as racing boats, but in some cases also as tenders. Racing 
boats from that time were built in beautiful classic materials such as teak 
and mahogany. If you had a 100-150 HP engine back then, you had one 
of the most powerful engines around. The model is based on a fast 34 
foot tender. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, stern tube with 
shaft, rudder, fittings set, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:15 150mm 690mm 150mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Scale Height Length Width1:25 450mm 860mm 210mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Oseberg Viking Ship
The Oseberg was found in Norway in 1903 in Vestfold, Norway. 
Amazingly preserved, the ship was built in the late 800's and is perhaps 
the finest example of the sleek Viking Longboat.
Sail may be custom designed/colored.

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, sails, 
rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:30 550mm 720mm 210mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Andrea Gail
Made famous by the movie "The Perfect Storm" 
The Andrea Gail, a commercial fishing vessel, departed Gloucester 
Harbour September 20, 1991 with six crew members on board. On 
October 30th the vessel was reported overdue. An intensive air and sea 
search was conducted however, the search did not locate the vessel or 
any of it's crew members. The vessel and crew members remain 
missing and are presumed lost at sea in a major storm, referred to as 
the "perfect storm". 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, rigging 
thread, plan and manual



Scale Height Length Width1:100 630mm 1010mm 130mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Jylland
The frigate ‘Jylland’ was the last warship of the Danish Royal Navy built 
of oak. It was launched on 20 January 1860. ‘Jylland’ was also the first 
steam-powered, screwdriven ship and at an engine out-put of 400 hp 
was able to reach the then impressive speed of 12 knots. A noteworthy 
feature that should be mentioned is that the screw could be raised up 
into a ‘screw- well’ so that it did not slow the ship down under sail. 

Kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set,  
rigging thread, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:60 519mm 650mm 134mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Mayflower
A three-masted galleon launched in 1615.The first information about the 
Mayflower dates from September 6, 1620. After a number of difficulties, 
the vessel sailed from Plymouth in England with 102 men, women and 
children on board. After 67 days at sea, the Mayflower cast anchor at 
the port later to be called Provincetown- almost 200 miles further north 
than planned. Mayflower II was built in 1957 in Brixham, Devon and 
sailed to the USA, where it is now permanently anchored as a gift to the 
American nation. 

This limited kit includes a laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, 
fittings set, sails, rigging thread, plan and manual.

Esmeralda SPECIAL EDITION
The ship is the sixth to carry the name Esmeralda. The first was the 
frigate Esmeralda captured from the Spanish at Callao, Peru, by Admiral 
Lord Thomas Alexander Cochrane of the Chilean Navy, in a bold 
incursion on the night of 5 November 1820. The second was the 
corvette Esmeralda of the Chilean Navy which, set against superior 
forces, fought until sunk with colors flying on 21 May 1879 at the Battle 
of Iquique. 

This kit includes laser cut wooden hull and wooden strips, fittings set, 
rudder, plan and manual.

Scale Height Length Width1:100 560mm 1130mm 140mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4

Danmark SPECIAL EDITION
The Naval Training Ship DANMARK is a steel-hulled, three-masted and 
full-rigged ship. It was build as a training ship in 1933 at Nakskov 
Shipyard in Denmark. Since then it has provided basic training of young 
people seeking careers at sea.

The ship is the property of the Kingdom of Denmark and has its home 
base there. It is capable of sailing all over the world, however in the 
recent years it has only been sailing in European waters. On special 
occasions it crosses the Atlantic Ocean to visit the USA, where the ship 
stayed during WWII and provided training of US cadets.

Scale Height Length Width1:75 600mm 900mm 140mm
Skill Level 1    2    3    4



BCA001
White

BCA002
Duck Egg Blue

BCA003
Emerald Green

BCA004
Orange

BCA005
Tan

BCA006
Hull Red

BCA007
Sea Blue

BCA008
Brunswick Green

BCA009
Bright Red

BCA010
Matt Lemon - Flat

BCA011
Black

BCA012
Pale Grey

BCA013
Trainer Yellow

BCA014
Matt White - Flat

BCA015
Silver

BCA016
Gold

BCA017
Gloss Clear Coat

BCA018
Mediterranean Blue

BCA019
Matt Aircraft Blue

BCA020
Satin Brown

BCA021
Crimson

BCA022
Matt Black

BCA023
Copper

BCA030
Dark Grey

BCA032
Lime

BCA033
Matt Mid Green

BCA035
Signal Red

BCA036
Mahogany Stain

BCA037
Navy Grey

BCA038
Cobalt Blue

ACRYLIC PAINTS
All Billing Boats paints are Acrylic (Water based) Paints and are delivered 
in 22ml plastic bottles. Billing Boats spent time developing these paints 
ensuring they are truly authentic maritime colours. 

All numbers refer to the paints needed for any Billing Boats kit. 



Imported and distributed by:

Unit 2 The Quadrant, 60 Marlborough Road
Lancing Business Park, Lancing, West Sussex, BN15 8UW

Tel: 01903 765496    WWW.AMERANG.CO.UK     Email:sales@amerang.co.uk


